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NOTES ON NEWS.
^Eaffair

at Mitchelstown

is bad enough, but just what
must be ex*"y
'^^'^S^' f™'" ^^y intention on either
tl^"} ^'^T
^'^ '"'^ ^ ^P"«g °«t °f the present state
f Zl'^^''
Ireland.
The peoplemZ^ meet together in spiteof the Coercion
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T^^ ^r '*' *^^ P°'^*=^ h^^« ^'•ders to disperse them on
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men (and

the circumstances,
in trying to do so, but

*'^' ''°^''' ^^"^

hustle and hit and knock abo^t in
^T^^^T^
^
°* ^""^^ *<> resistance; and patient
Lrjverlr"Jii''T'*i^u^
\^^^ ^^°^" themselves, the Irish peasant
a trldWoLTt^l"!^™"''
*"?•* understands hand-play.
So the police
Let
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^''°'^'' ^"'^ S^* '^"^^'^ •'ff perhaps, as on this occa^-^t'^hich is more likely to turn the
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^"'^ ^"^t^'^ ^ffthe red-coats would
fh?«r'^'
'^-^^l P°"'f
^^*«^' '^ ^harp shot and cold steel were to be
used or
"°"^' ,'/ *^^^^ '"^'^ "''-«i*«d by a prelimSary
of .irrbl
*'.Y
^ ^ 7.'' ^^^^ '^^"^'^ ^^'^^ their responsibility of firing on
^^^ '?°'"! *^"" '^^''" ^J'*' had already come out
of a

comron
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cont: t
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their official pride
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and
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esprit

du

corps had
the event is likely to

^.tchelstown ; the beaten police come back
weapons, to take their revenge on the
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handed, or with an explosion in a mine
ill-ventilated for the same
reason
Profit-grinding has murdered all those unfortunates,
just as
certainly as it murders thousands every
day by the slower death that
at every step besets the life of wage-slaves,
of those who allow masters
to muddle away their lives for them, who
allow the hurry and heedlessness of irresponsible gamblers to settle
for them how they shall live
and how they shall die.

The orthodox Liberal Daily JSfews has been rather
amusing in its
utterances on the Trades Union Congress.
It began by an

which

article in

made what was no doubt intended to be a serious hit
Socialists
told us that the theory that we hold of
the rank and
It

:

at the
file

of

the trades -unionists looking doubtfully
at their leaders, and beginning
to consider their real position, was a
delusion; that they were all of
the orthodox faith,— and in short, the
usual good-boy patronising exhortation.
But then came the resolution of the Congress to set on
toot a Labour Electoral Committee,
and the Daily i\^eW.good boys
had to have a little lecture read to them on
their foolishnes? in taking
this very mild step towards choosing
their own " representatives," of
separating themselves from " the two great
parties."

wonderful if the workmen are at last beginning to find
out
.v.^''i''^7
that the "two great parties" are like
"the two great parties" that
torm up in a field before a football match—
to play the game
The
only pity is that they do not let them
play their game all by
'

selves,

and form their Labour Party without reference
to the

held called Parliament.
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unorganised, feel the full force
before Rome, when he was
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^y *^ '^y- " *^*' P°"«« «hoot from behind
thethllJef
the
shelter A***-^
of their "°ff
walls, as they did at Mitchelstown.
'

*^^ government that allows this sort of
thing to go on by«t««l*^ can see, if they
standers
cannot, that they are not strong
enou4 to
go in for a series of new Peterioos.
Probably the Irish will stand
"^'° "P^'^ insuirection, because, as his
often been
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Meantime

it

may be said

for the benefll^of those readers of
the Daily
also read the Commonweal and
not k'how much
of Socialism, that Socialists are not
IfCstile to trades' unions, but to
those who wish to prevent the trades' unions
developing with the times.
Their real enemies are those who would
crystallise them into mere
societies for the guaranteeing of the
privilege of capitalism, and rec-nit-

Aews who may

who^
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ihis W0UI4 be an ignominious end to
such an important association of
"^I'^ot be dreaded. The trades' unions .,Ul develope,
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serious rising
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"^^^ "'§" ^^^"^ °'^ *°It is not difficult
.^an
Entlil Radical
TJ
ffto conceive of himself
English
in a similar position to that
o^
the Irishmen at the Mitchelstown
meeting; and he would at least
ashamed of himself if in such a case
he hid not gonr'about a ffr
the Irishmen did
resisting the first attacks of tlie
police ; and under
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say
" Did we not pass a Coercion
Bill ?
Coercion mean killing in the
loi/run ? What arfwe
^ '' '^"^'" *^^ ''"^^^^ the last question by sayin.^ "
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its sittings

"^^t at Swansea on
daily during the week

^"^°"^-'^,- ''-"g P-s-t, aL the^numblr of
represented was given as 674,034
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This Congress was looked forward
to with perhaps greater expectation

^«'«-*

theCsSe

^^
°^
condition
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of some of the unions
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themselves, but also from the severe
"^'"^ f-- -thin and wTth!
Tufl'lt:fl-rr"''-^^'^'-""^°"^^"''
^^^''^hty, in Its present form, to
adequately cope with the
Thlr problem;
K,
labour
and also the hope on the part of
many of its friends
of seeing some indication
of a new departure.
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" "'''"' ^'f^'t^ *^« P^«^^"* *« ^« - critiarpe^t^d fo^
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the nucleus of the Labour Party
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maybe worse; for it perhaps would
not have the IrTsh Question
vemently at hand to take people's
atteution off the
affairs of

the Whi..
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gress
probably bring

disappointment; but never-

theless,

comparing it with previous meetings; there
is evidence of
considerable advancement, and
that the workers are daily bSSin"!

better acquainted with the causes
of their degradation and are
a greater amount of intelligence
to bear in their removal.
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with the now customs rv
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